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Abstract. 

 

In proliferating cells, DNA synthesis must be 
performed with extreme precision. We show that 
groups of replicons, labeled together as replicon clus-
ters, form stable units of chromosome structure. HeLa 
cells were labeled with 5-bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) at 
different times of S phase. At the onset of S phase, clus-

 

ters of replicons were activated in each of 

 

z

 

750 replica-
tion sites. The majority of these replication “foci” were 
shown to be individual replicon clusters that remained 
together, as stable cohorts, throughout the following 15 
cell cycles. In individual cells, the same replication foci 
were labeled with BrdU and 5-iododeoxyuridine at the 
beginning of different cell cycles. In DNA fibers, 95% 
of replicons in replicon clusters that were labeled at the 
beginning of one S phase were also labeled at the be-

ginning of the next. This shows that a subset of origins 
are activated both reliably and efficiently in different 
cycles.

The majority of replication forks activated at the on-
set of S phase terminated 45–60 min later. During this 
interval, secondary replicon clusters became active. 
However, while the activation of early replicons is syn-
chronized at the onset of S phase, different secondary 
clusters were activated at different times. Nevertheless, 
replication foci pulse labeled during any short interval 
of S phase were stable for many cell cycles. We propose 
that the coordinated replication of related groups of 
replicons, that form stable replicon clusters, contributes 
to the efficient activation and propagation of S phase in 
mammalian cells.

 

T

 

he 

 

proliferation of eukaryotic cells requires that
two key events, DNA synthesis and chromosome
segregation, are highly regulated and performed

with extreme fidelity. Over recent years, it has become
clear how different cyclin-dependent kinases, together
with associated cyclins, regulate cell cycle progression and
serve to coordinate these vital events (Heichman and
Roberts, 1994; Nurse, 1994). The activation of S phase is
one aspect of this program that has been studied in detail.
A critical part has been the isolation (Hsiao and Carbon,
1979; Stinchcomb et al., 1979) and characterization (for re-
view see Fangman and Brewer, 1992; Marahrens and Still-
man, 1996) of sequences from yeast (

 

Saccharomyces cere-
visiae

 

) that are capable of sustaining the autonomous
replication of extrachromosomal DNA. These autono-
mous replicating sequence (ARS) elements are pivotal in
activating S phase (Fangman and Brewer, 1992; Marah-
rens and Stillman, 1996), providing binding sites for an ori-

gin recognition complex (Diffley and Cocker, 1992) that
allows activation of replication at the required time of the
cell cycle (Cocker et al., 1996).

In higher eukaryotes, genetically determined elements
direct sites of initiation of DNA synthesis (for review see
Coverley and Laskey, 1994; DePamphilis, 1996). In con-
trast to yeast, however, different origins do not appear to
contain classical ARS-like sequence elements. In addition,
sites where DNA synthesis initiates seem to be deter-
mined with lower precision, so that preferred sites of initi-
ation appear to be surrounded by many potential second-
ary sites (for review see DePamphilis, 1996). To explain
these differences, it has been proposed that structural cri-
teria influence the efficiency of activation, in individual
cells. However, the molecular mechanisms that might con-
trol this selection remain ill defined.

Once S phase begins, origins must be activated effi-
ciently but only once in each cycle (for review see Cover-
ley and Laskey, 1994). In yeast, origins fire at different
times (Reynolds et al., 1989), even though they are
thought to have the same origin recognition complexes
present at the onset of S phase (Diffley and Cocker, 1992).
The demonstration that the time of activation of different
origins correlates with position (Reynolds et al., 1989) is
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supported by the fact that early replicating origins can be-
come late replicating when transferred to new chromo-
somal sites (Fangman and Brewer, 1992). In mammalian
cells, replication origins that are typically 150-kbp apart
(Edenberg and Huberman, 1975; Hand, 1978) are acti-
vated at different times of an S phase lasting 8–10 h. Only
10–15% of replicons are active at any time; most active
genes replicate early in S phase whereas inactive genes
and repetitive elements replicate later (Hatton et al., 1988;
O’Keefe et al., 1992). This program, and associated
changes in the structure of active replication sites (Naka-
mura et al., 1986; van Dierendonck et al., 1989; Humbert
and Usson, 1992), imply that an orderly series of events
follow once S phase is activated. As the success of this S
phase program is clearly fundamental to the completion of
replication, it is perhaps surprising that mechanisms by
which these events are propagated remain poorly charac-
terized.

We describe experiments designed to establish how rep-
licons activated at different times of S phase might be co-
ordinated into an orderly S phase program. Synchronized
human cells were pulse labeled with 5-bromodeoxyuridine
(BrdU)

 

1

 

 and sites containing Br-labeled DNA were ana-
lyzed up to 14 d later. After the first mitosis, the random
segregation of labeled and unlabeled chromosomes gives
nuclei with progressively fewer labeled sites. Simplifica-
tion of the labeled sites reveals that groups of labeled foci
segregate together during mitosis and occupy discrete
chromosome domains during interphase. Throughout this
period, the density of Br-DNA–containing foci on the la-
beled mitotic chromosomes and their interphase counter-
parts does not change. As each foci contains many repli-
cons, replicon clusters must be stable over many cell
cycles. Cells synchronized at the beginning of S phase were
labeled with BrdU and 5-iododeoxyuridine (IdU) in dif-
ferent cycles and the activation of replicons in replicon
clusters assessed. To establish how replicon clusters are ac-
tivated within S phase, sites of synthesis labeled for differ-
ent periods of S phase were analyzed. 45–60 min from the
onset of S phase, many forks of the first replicons activated
terminate. This is followed by the activation of secondary
replicons and appearance of new labeled sites, often adja-
cent to those labeled initially. As stable replicon clusters
are seen when replication sites are pulse labeled during
any short interval of S phase, these probably reflect some
fundamental feature of chromosome structure.

 

Materials and Methods

 

Cell Culture and Synchronization

 

HeLa cells were grown in MEM modified for suspension culture and sup-
plemented with 10% FCS. Cells were synchronized in mitosis using thymi-
dine and nocodazole. Cells were first blocked in S phase (2.5 mM thymi-
dine, 24 h), washed thoroughly, regrown for 4 h in fresh medium, and then

 

.

 

95% were arrested at mitosis using nocodazole (50 ng/ml, 8 h; Aldrich
Chemical Co., Ltd., Gillingham, England). Cells were regrown in fresh
medium, aphidicolin (5 

 

m

 

g/ml; Sigma Chemical Co., Poole, UK) was
added after 7 h, and cells synchronized at the G1/S border were collected
2 h later (Jackson, 1995

 

a

 

). In Fig. 6, synchrony was improved using a dou-
ble thymidine block (2.5 mM thymidine, 24 h; medium, 12 h; 2.5 mM thy-

midine, 12 h) followed by nocodazole and aphidicolin, as above. This re-
duces the time cells are held in metaphase, decreasing the time taken to
complete mitosis once nocodazole is removed. Note however, that
whereas both approaches give synchronized S phase cells that reverse
readily on removing aphidicolin and perform replication with normal
characteristics, the timing used to maintain these criteria gives populations
with only 30–40% S phase cells. In double synchrony experiments only

 

z

 

10% cells are double labeled.

 

Labeling Sites of DNA or RNA Synthesis

 

Synchronized cells were washed with fresh medium to remove aphidicolin.
Cells were regrown in fresh medium (5 

 

3

 

 10

 

6

 

 cells/ml) and BrdU added
(100 

 

m

 

M, 20 min or 10 

 

m

 

M, 3–10 h).
After labeling, cells were washed once and regrown in medium contain-

ing thymidine (100 

 

m

 

M, 30 min; then 10 

 

m

 

M, 24 h). Cultures containing
BrdU or cells with Br-DNA were protected from light.

To label sites of transcription, G1 phase HeLa cells (4 h after removing
nocodazole) encapsulated in agarose microbeads (2.5 

 

3

 

 10

 

6

 

/ml; Jackson
and Cook, 1985) were incubated for 5 min in medium supplemented with
2.5 mM bromouridine.

 

Chromosome and DNA Spreads

 

Chromosomes and nuclei were spread onto glass slides following a stan-
dard procedure. Cell cultures (5 

 

3

 

 10

 

5

 

 cells/ml) were incubated in medium
containing colcemid (50 ng/ml, 30 min; 37

 

8

 

C; Sigma Chemical Co., Ltd.),
washed once in HBSS, once in PBS, swollen (0.075 M KCl, 15 min; 37

 

8

 

C),
fixed with methanol/acetic acid (3:1), dropped (three drops; 2.5 

 

3

 

 10

 

6

 

cells/ml) onto washed slides, and then air dried.
To prepare extended DNA fibers (Parra and Windle, 1993), 2 

 

m

 

l cells
resuspended in PBS (10

 

6

 

 cells/ml) were spotted onto cleaned glass slides
and lysed with 5 

 

m

 

l of 0.5% SDS in 200 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 50 mM
EDTA (10 min, 20

 

8

 

C). Slides were tilted (15

 

8

 

 to horizontal), allowing a
stream of DNA to run slowly down the slide, air dried, and then fixed in
methanol/acetic acid (3:1). For most purposes, cells containing haloge-
nated DNA were diluted 30- and 100-fold with untreated HeLa cells, be-
fore spreading. This simplifies the spreads, allows isolated labeled DNA
fibers to be found with relative ease, and makes possible the identification
of replicons from a single labeled cell (see Fig. 4).

To estimate the extension of DNA fibers, spreads were prepared from
HeLa cells infected with adenovirus serotype 2 and grown in medium sup-
plemented with 100 

 

m

 

M BrdU 15–20 h after infection (Pombo et al.,
1994). Abundant Br-labeled DNA molecules measured 13.9 

 

6

 

 1.3 

 

m

 

m
(mean 

 

6

 

 SD; 

 

n

 

 

 

5

 

 50). As the viral genome is 36 kbp, the extension of
these DNA fibers is 2.59 

 

6

 

 0.24 kbp/

 

m

 

m.

 

Cell Extractions

 

In Fig. 7, cells were washed once in PBS, once in PB (10 mM Na

 

2

 

HPO

 

4

 

,
1 mM MgCl

 

2

 

, 100 mM K-acetate, 30 mM KCl, 1 mM Na

 

2

 

ATP, 1 mM DTT,
0.2 mM PMSF, and 5 units/ml ribonuclease inhibitor (Amersham Intl.,
Little Chalfont, UK) adjusted to pH 7.4 (Jackson, 1995

 

a

 

), lysed in PB with
0.25% Triton X-100 (10 min, 0

 

8

 

C), washed twice in PB, and then extracted
with 2 M NaCl (10 min, 0

 

8

 

C).

 

Immunolabeling

 

To label sites of incorporation of BrdU in cells fixed onto glass, sites were
stabilized by treatment with 4% paraformaldehyde (10 min, 20

 

8

 

C),
washed, and then incubated with 2.5 M HCl (1 h, 20

 

8

 

C). Slides were rinsed
three times in 0.1 M NaBorate, twice in PBS, twice in PBS containing 1%
BSA and 0.1% Tween 20 (PBS

 

1

 

), incubated (1 h, 20

 

8

 

C) with a mouse
anti-BrdU IgG (1 

 

m

 

g/ml; Boehringer Mannheim, Sussex, UK) in PBS

 

1

 

,
washed four times in PBS

 

1

 

, incubated (1 h, 20

 

8

 

C) with a donkey anti–
mouse IgG conjugated with either FITC or Cy-3 (1:500 dilution in PBS

 

1

 

;
Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME), and then washed three times in
PBS

 

1

 

. Finally, slides were incubated with 20 

 

m

 

M TOTO-3 in PBS

 

1

 

 (20
min, 20

 

8

 

C; Molecular Probes, Inc., Eugene, OR), rinsed twice in PBS, and
then mounted in Vectashield (Vector Labs, Inc., Burlingame, CA). DNA
fibers were denatured directly (2.5 M HCl, 1 h; 20

 

8

 

C) and immunostained
with mouse anti-BrdU IgG and donkey anti–mouse IgG conjugated with
Cy-3, as described above (see also Tomilin et al., 1993).

Cells or DNA fibers containing both BrdU and IdU were labeled fol-
lowing the approach described by Manders et al. (1992). DNA was dena-

 

1. 

 

Abbreviations used in this paper

 

: BrdU, 5-bromodeoxyuridine; IdU,
5-iododeoxyuridine.
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tured as described above, samples were washed in borate and PBS

 

1

 

, and
then incubated (30 min, 20

 

8

 

C) with 5% normal donkey serum in PBS

 

1

 

,
then (1 h, 20

 

8

 

C) with a rat anti-BrdU IgG (20 

 

m

 

g/ml; Harlan Sera-lab Ltd.,
Leicestershire, England), and (1 h, 20

 

8

 

C) donkey anti–rat F(ab

 

9

 

)

 

2

 

 conju-
gated with biotin (Jackson Laboratories). Samples were washed and
blocked with normal donkey serum, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in
PBS (10 min, 20

 

8

 

C), and then washed in PBS

 

1

 

. Slides were incubated (1 h,
20

 

8

 

C) with a mixture of mouse anti-BrdU IgG (1 

 

m

 

g/ml; Boehringer Mann-
heim) and goat anti-biotin IgG (1 

 

m

 

g/ml; Sigma Chemical Co.) washed, in-
cubated (1 h, 20

 

8

 

C) with donkey anti–goat IgG conjugated with FITC, and
donkey anti–mouse IgG conjugated with Cy-3 (both 1:500 dilution in
PBS

 

1

 

; Jackson Laboratories), washed, and then mounted. This approach
relies on the very low affinity of the rat anti-BrdU antibody for IdU. As
the mouse anti-Br antibody binds both BrdU and IdU, a high concentra-
tion of the rat antibody is used to saturate Br-containing sites. The condi-
tions used here were optimized to saturate Br-containing sites with the
lowest possible background and loss of access to I-containing sites. Never-
theless, some reduction in the intensity of I-containing sites was always
seen when these were also Br labeled (see Fig. 6 

 

B

 

). Fixation after adding
anti–rat-biotin F(ab

 

9

 

)

 

2

 

 stabilizes the first complex and reduces cross-talk.
Cells extracted after encapsulation in agarose and fixed with 4%

paraformaldehyde (10 min, 0

 

8

 

C) were washed three times in PBS, and
DNA was denatured by incubating in 2.5 M HCl (1 h, 0

 

8

 

C). Samples were
neutralized and immunolabeled as described above, incubated with 4

 

9

 

,6

 

9

 

-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; 0.05 

 

m

 

g/ml, 5 min; Boehringer Mann-
heim), washed twice in PBS, and then mounted in Vectashield.

 

Fluorescence Microscopy

 

Conventional photographs were taken using an Axiophot microscope
(Carl Zeiss Inc., Thornwood, NY) fitted with standard filter sets (sets 02,
09, and 15; Carl Zeiss Inc.), 

 

3

 

100 oil-immersion lens (NA 1.3), and Opto-
var (

 

3

 

1, 

 

3

 

1.25, or 

 

3

 

1.6) using T

 

max

 

 400 black and white film.
In Fig. 3, images were captured using a charge-coupled device (CCD;

C4742; 1000 

 

3

 

 1018 pixel; 

 

2

 

40

 

8

 

C Peltier-cooled; Hamamatsu Photonics,
Hamamatsu City, Japan), run under Image 1.41 (National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD). The camera settings were adjusted so that all im-
ages were collected using the full range of intensities, without saturation.
Raw images were noise reduced using Image 1.41, incorporated into Pho-
toshop (Adobe Systems, Mountain View, CA) and the peaks of intensities
of discrete replication foci determined. The intensity of background auto-
fluorescence (see Fig. 3, 

 

A–C

 

), a consequence of acid treatment, was mea-
sured and subtracted; in Fig. 3, we deliberately show this uniform, low
level, background to indicate the area occupied by each nucleus. The in-
tensity profiles shown in Fig. 3 

 

D

 

 were compared using the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test.

In Fig. 6, images were collected on a confocal laser scanning micro-
scope (MRC 1000; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) equipped with
an argon/krypton laser (running under Comos 7.0a software; Bio-Rad
Laboratories) and coupled to a Nikon Diaphot 200 inverted microscope.
Samples were analyzed with a 

 

3

 

60 PlanApo objective (NA 1.4), using a

pinhole aperture of 0.7 mm, and Kalman averaging of eight images. After
contrast stretching, the images were incorporated into Photoshop, con-
verted into TIFF format, and printed on a Phaser 440 (Tektronix, Inc.,
Beaverton, OR) dye sublimation printer.

 

Results

 

Sites of Replication in Human Cells

 

The DNA precursor analogue BrdU provides a facile
means of labeling DNA in eukaryotic cells (Dolbeare,
1995, 1996). S phase cells grown for 20 min in medium sup-
plemented with BrdU incorporate the analogue into active
sites of DNA synthesis (Nakamura et al., 1986). Samples
immunostained immediately show (Fig. 1 

 

A

 

) the distribu-
tion of active replication sites or foci. HeLa cells synchro-
nized at the S phase border using aphidicolin (Jackson,
1995

 

a

 

) incorporated BrdU into 749 

 

6

 

 154 (

 

n

 

 

 

5

 

 50) replica-
tion foci.

 

Replication Foci Persist Throughout the Cell Cycle

 

Individual replication sites are only active for about 1 h
(Nakamura et al., 1986) before adjacent sites are activated.
However, labeling with BrdU in vivo allows the distribu-
tion of replicons labeled during any interval of S phase to
be visualized in any subsequent cell cycle phase (Sparvoli
et al., 1994). DNA pulse labeled at the onset of S phase
was shown to persist as labeled foci independently of
DNA synthesis (Fig. 1, 

 

B–D

 

). In G2 phase, these cells had
1275 

 

6

 

 205 foci (

 

n

 

 

 

5

 

 25). This 1.7-fold increase in the
number of labeled foci follows the appearance of apparent
sister foci (Fig. 1 

 

F

 

) that presumably arise from the separa-
tion of the duplicated DNA soon after synthesis (Selig
et al., 1992; Kitsberg et al., 1993). Sister foci first appeared
1 h into S phase (not shown) and remained paired until mi-
tosis (Fig. 1, 

 

C

 

 and 

 

G

 

). As expected, predominantly single
foci were seen in the following G1 phase (Fig. 1, 

 

D

 

 and 

 

H

 

).

 

Replication Foci Are Stable Over Many
Cell Generations

 

Similarities in the appearance of active replication foci
(Fig. 1 

 

A

 

) and foci containing BrdU in the following G1

Figure 1. Sites of DNA syn-
thesis in synchronized HeLa
cells. Cells synchronized at
the beginning of S phase
were grown for 20 min in me-
dium containing BrdU. Sites
of incorporation were indi-
rectly immunolabeled with
FITC immediately (A and
E), and 10 (B and F), 15 (C
and G), and 20 h (D and H)
later. All the labeled sites of
typical cells (A–D), and de-
tails from different cells (E–H)
are shown. Arrowheads (C)
mark the ends of a TOTO-
3–stained chromosome that

labeled poorly. Based on size, it is probably the predominantly late-replicating, inactive X chromosome. Double arrowheads in F high-
light daughter replication foci seen in G2 phase of the cell cycle; typical low (small arrowheads) and high (large arrowheads) intensity
sites are indicated. Bars: (A–D) 2 mm; (E–F) 1 mm.
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phase (Fig. 1 D; Sparvoli et al., 1994) suggest that different
replicons of individual foci (see below) remain associated
throughout the cell cycle, surviving structural changes that
accompany mitosis. To confirm the stability of this associa-
tion, cells synchronized at the beginning of S phase, were
grown for 20 min in medium containing BrdU, and up to
14 d in medium. During this time, random segregation of
labeled and unlabeled chromosomes will give rise to cells
with progressively fewer Br-labeled chromosomes. If dif-
ferent replicons of individual foci remain associated through-
out this period, the average number and intensity of foci
labeled in each chromosome in mitosis and equivalent
chromosome domains, during interphase (we call these in-
terphase chromosome domains), should not change. If, on
the other hand, replicons of one cluster were to reassort
with those of adjacent clusters, the appearance of mitotic
chromosomes or interphase chromosome domains with
more labeled sites of reduced intensity would be expected.

5 d after incorporating BrdU, all labeled nuclei con-
tained some unlabeled areas and some areas with labeled
foci similar to those seen soon after incorporating BrdU
(Fig. 2 A). At this time, labeled nuclei had Br-containing
foci that appeared clustered in three to eight groups. 5 d
later, 89% labeled cells retained a single group of labeled
foci (Fig. 2, B–D) and after a further 4 d all labeled cells
had a single group of labeled foci (not shown).

Samples were immunolabeled 5–10 d after incorporat-
ing BrdU at the beginning of S phase, and labeled foci in
discrete groups of nuclear foci and individual mitotic chro-
mosomes were counted. The number of labeled foci (Fig.
2 F) in the interphase groups (12.1 6 4.8; n 5 200) and mi-
totic chromosomes (10.4 6 4.3; n 5 100) was similar. As
the HeLa cells used have 62 6 8 (n 5 50) chromosomes
this confirms that a typical cell will have z750 Br-contain-
ing foci at the time of labeling (Fig. 1). Note that the distri-
bution (Fig. 2 F) of foci reflects the length of different
human chromosomes (Morton, 1991); with the obvious
exception of the poorly labeled inactive X chromosome
(Fig. 1 C), chromosomes have similar densities (foci/Mbp
DNA) of replication foci at the onset of S phase. Unsyn-
chronized cells showed a broader labeling profile (Fig. 2
G), their nuclei and chromosomes had 10.7 6 6.0 (n 5
200) and 10.3 6 5.2 (n 5 100) labeled sites, respectively.

These experiments demonstrate that BrdUMP is incorpo-
rated into sites that appear stable for at least 15 cell gener-
ations. After many cycles of cell division, nuclei contain
discrete groups or clusters of labeled foci that reflect the
grouping seen on chromosomes, during mitosis.

Organization of Replicon Domain Clusters

Different replication forks elongate at similar rates after
cell synchronization (Jackson, 1995a). It is likely, there-
fore, that sites with the range of intensities seen above
(e.g., Fig. 1) will contain different numbers of replicons.
To confirm this, the intensities of individual foci were
measured after capturing images with a CCD camera (Fig.
3). The range of intensities seen soon after BrdUMP was
incorporated and in later generations indicates that most
sites contain multiple replicons and that replicons labeled
together as one cluster remained together over many gen-
erations; note that the sensitivity of the detection system
used ensures that any fragmentation of labeled replicon
clusters would be seen clearly. To confirm this point, we
applied the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to the intensity pro-
files of the two populations (Fig. 3 D). The probability that
these two profiles arise from populations of foci with the
same median value is .95%. Small differences in the
shapes of the intensity profiles (Fig. 3 D) are consistent
with cell cycle–dependent variations in chromatin compac-
tion and inconsistent with fragmentation of the foci and
appearance of new labeled sites. We conclude that groups
of replicons labeled together at the onset of S phase re-
main clustered together over many cell generations.

Deconstructing the labeled sites of isolated cells using
sarkosyl or SDS demonstrates that individual foci contain
multiple replicons (not shown). To elaborate this point,
extended DNA fibers prepared by spreading cells lysed in
SDS (Fig. 4), confirmed that runs of adjacent replicons
were labeled together. The distribution of replicons in dif-
ferent clusters (Fig. 4 J) was similar to the intensity profile
of different replication foci (Fig. 3 D).

Propagating S Phase

DNA fiber spreads prepared from cells labeled for differ-
ent periods at the beginning of S phase (Fig. 4) provide a

Figure 2. Replicon clusters
are stable over many cell
generations. Cells synchro-
nized at the beginning of S
phase were grown for 20 min
in medium containing BrdU
and then 5 or 10 d in me-
dium. Sites of BrdU incorpo-
ration were indirectly immu-
nolabeled with FITC 5 (A) or
10 d (B–E) later. A shows a
single cell with many clusters
of labeled foci and (B–D)

isolated clusters of labeled foci, the only labeled sites within three different cells. Foci are scattered along metaphase chromosomes in
the same preparations (E); double exposure shows that foci are restricted to only one chromatid. The foci of 200 discrete clusters immu-
nolabeled 5–10 d after incorporating BrdU in cells at the beginning of S phase (F), or unsynchronized cells (G) were counted and their
distribution (open bars) compared with foci of 100 metaphase chromosomes (closed bars). Bars: (A) 2 mm; (B–E) 1 mm.
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detailed picture of the distribution and growth of replicons
active at this time. Synchronized HeLa cells were resus-
pended in fresh medium, and BrdU was added 5 min later.
After various times (Fig. 4), cells were lysed in SDS, DNA
spreads were prepared, and Br-containing fibers were im-
munolabeled. This labeling strategy gives labeled repli-
cons with short unlabeled patches containing the origin
flanked by BrdUMP-containing growing forks. For exam-
ple, when pulse labeling was performed for 10 min 97.5%
(n 5 200) of labeled replicons contained two labeled
patches separated by an unlabeled region of similar length
(Fig. 4 A).

As the majority of replicons activated at the onset of S
phase are grouped in clusters (Fig. 4 J), details of their sep-
aration and the rate of replication fork movement can be
used to estimate how long synthesis continues before oppos-
ing forks meet. As an important control, we used Br-labeled
adenovirus DNA (see Materials and Methods) to establish
the extension of DNA under the spreading and labeling
condition used. With a DNA extension factor of 2.59 kbp/mm
(see Materials and Methods), adjacent replicons, active at
the onset of S phase, were 144 6 66-kbp (n 5 250) apart
(Fig. 4). For the first 45 min of S phase, replication forks
grew at an average rate of 1.7 6 0.3 kbp/min (n 5 300;
maximum is 2.3 kbp/min; Fig. 4 H). During this period,
36% of forks met an oncoming fork and so completed syn-
thesis. At this stage, replication of the majority of outward
growing forks continued normally; only 5% of outward
growing forks appeared to have terminated or stalled (see
for example right fork of ori2 in Fig. 4 E, bottom panel).
After 60 min of S phase, 87% of internal forks terminated
and many new sites of synthesis had appeared. At this

time, replication was propagated in three ways: (a) most
outward growing forks from individual clusters continued
to grow for <2 h, the longest time analyzed (Fig. 4 E, top
panel), independently of the activity of internal (sister)
forks in the same cluster; (b) secondary replicons were ac-
tivated adjacent to the primary replicons (Fig. 4 E, bottom
panel); (c) secondary replicon clusters were activated else-
where (Fig. 4, F and G). In the latter case, it is notable that
replicons within secondary clusters were activated to-
gether while different secondary clusters from individual
cells were activated at different times (Fig. 4, F and G).

Replication Foci Form Stable Structures Throughout
S Phase

Experiments on unsynchronized cells (Fig. 2 G) indicated
that replicon clusters labeled during any short interval of S
phase might form labeled foci that are stable over many
cell generations. To address this point, synchronized cells
were grown in medium supplemented with BrdU either
for times longer than required to complete synthesis of
replicon clusters activated at the onset of S phase or for
short periods within S phase. Cells labeled continuously
for the first third or entire S phase had many more labeled
sites than seen after pulse labeling, consistent with the pro-
gressive activation of discrete replicon clusters at different
times of S phase. Cells that incorporated BrdU for 3 h, at
the beginning of S phase, had 26.7 6 7.7 (n 5 100; range
12–43) foci/interphase chromosome domain, when ana-
lyzed 5 (Fig. 5 A) and 10 (Fig. 5, B–D) d later. Under these
conditions, the labeling on mitotic chromosomes appears
banded; because of their high density, individual foci ap-
pear to coalesce with their neighbors. Even during inter-
phase, the replicon clusters labeled over this period of S
phase often appeared fused or clustered in strings. When
cells were labeled with BrdU for the entire S phase (Fig. 5,
F–J) the clusters of labeled foci (Fig. 2) that remained 10 d
later, appeared to occupy distinct nuclear domains (Fig. 5,
G–I). These labeled interphase domains clearly represent
individual chromosome “territories” as they give rise to
chromosomes, with single-labeled chromatids, in mitosis
(Fig. 5 J).

Cells labeled 3 h into S phase showed patterns of label-
ing (Fig. 5 K) similar to those seen at the onset of S phase;
though the size and intensity of labeled foci is characteris-
tic of those labeled at the onset of S phase, their distribu-
tion is less uniform. This aggregation of foci, that is obvi-
ous at the time of labeling (Fig. 5 K), was not apparent
when cells labeled in mid–S phase were analyzed 5 d later
(Fig. 5 L). These experiments suggest that replication foci,
containing groups of replicons that are duplicated to-
gether, are a general feature of chromatin organization.

Clustered Replicons Are Activated Efficiently

We next attempted to establish if stable replicon clusters
could contribute to the efficient activation of S phase. To
determine if the same replication foci were activated in
different cell cycles, synchronized cultures were pulse la-
beled with BrdU at the onset of S phase, grown, synchro-
nized a second time, pulse labeled with IdU, and then ana-
lyzed in G1 phase of the following cycle. Immunostaining
sites containing BrdU (Fig. 6, A, D, and E) or IdU (Fig. 6,

Figure 3. The fluorescence intensities of replication foci. Cells
synchronized at the beginning of S phase were grown for 20 min
in medium containing BrdU, and then 20 h or 5 d in medium.
Sites of BrdU incorporation were indirectly immunolabeled with
FITC and images recorded using a CCD camera. A shows a typi-
cal cell in the first G1 phase after labeling and (B and C) two cells
that indicate the range of labeling 5 d later. Raw images were col-
lected, noise removed, and the intensities of individual foci were
determined (D). 621 sites (D, open bars) chosen from random ar-
eas of six cells like A, and 430 sites (D, closed bars) all foci from
seven cells like B and C were measured. Bar, 2.5 mm.
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B, F, and G) showed that the same replication foci were
active at equivalent times in different cell cycles (Fig. 6, C,
H, and I). The confocal sections shown highlight regions of
double-labeled cells with Br-labeled foci clustered in two
to four groups, and many more I-labeled foci (groups of
I-labeled foci are not evident even though a typical optical
section contains z25% of the nuclear volume and a corre-
sponding fraction of I-labeled sites). In the images shown,
sites containing DNA substituted with both halogens show
a reduced labeling by the second antibody (see Materials
and Methods); control experiments showed that this re-
flects competition for binding sites. At high magnification
(Fig. 6, D–I), it is clear that almost all Br-labeled foci are
also I-labeled; though exact colocalization of the two la-
bels is rarely seen.

To improve the resolution of this analysis, DNA fibers
were prepared from cells labeled with both BrdU and IdU.
Synchronized cells were labeled with BrdU, grown through
mitosis, synchronized a second time, labeled with IdU, and
then DNA fibers were immunostained to reveal Br- and
I-containing replicons (Fig. 6, J–L). Cells synchronized so
that .90% are in S phase are known to develop a variety
of replication defects (Jackson 1995a); hence, it is not pos-
sible to label authentic sites of initiation in two consecu-
tive cell cycles with high efficiency. To circumvent this
problem, we use a synchronization protocol (see Materials
and Methods) that avoids known artifacts. Then, to ac-
commodate a high proportion of non–S phase cells, we re-
strict our analysis to replicons in replicon clusters contain-

ing both BrdUMP and IdUMP. We cannot analyze single
replicons, as it is impossible to establish whether individ-
ual replicons, labeled with a single analogue, arise from
cells in G1 phase during one round of labeling or from S
phase cells that activate replication inefficiently.

DNA fiber spreads were prepared and isolated fibers
containing replicon clusters with two to four active repli-
cons were identified (see Materials and Methods). 54 clus-
ters with 126 labeled replicons were analyzed. Of these, 120
(95%) were active in both cycles. In the example shown
(Fig. 6, J–L), all three replicons were active in both cycles.
This suggests that under the conditions used, replicons in
replicon clusters activated at the onset of S phase initiate
DNA synthesis with an efficiency of z97% in each cell cycle.

Nuclear Organization Influences the Activation of 
Replication Origins at the Onset of S Phase

As origins of replication are activated efficiently at the be-
ginning of S phase, in different cell cycles, the activation
process must distinguish replicons that are used at this
time from those activated later. As transcriptionally active
genes are known to be replicated early in S phase (Hatton
et al., 1988), we wanted to establish if transcription sites
and replicon clusters, active at different times of S phase,
had any structural features in common. Replicons were
pulse labeled with BrdU for different periods of S phase
and extracted with buffer containing 2 M NaCl, 5 d later
(Fig. 7). Cells labeled at the onset of S phase contained

Figure 4. Replication foci con-
tain multiple replicons. Cells
synchronized at the beginning of
S phase were grown for 5 min in
medium, and then 10 (A), 20
(B), 40 (C), 60 (D), or 120 min
(E–G) in medium containing
BrdU. Spread DNA fibers were
prepared and sites of BrdU in-
corporation indirectly immuno-
labeled with Cy-3 (A–G). Each
panel (A–G) shows a single-
labeled DNA fiber with three
origins of replication (ori1–3,
small arrows from left to right).
In A–E, replication is assumed
to have initiated at the center of
a short, unlabeled region flanked
by symmetrical growing forks.
Replicons activated within S
phase (E and F) are uniformly
labeled, their origins are assumed
to lie centrally. In E, three pan-
els show two early origins (ori1,
and 2) apparently adjacent to
one that fired much later (ori3);
for orientation, ori1 is indicated
in both top and center panels.
The rate of replication fork move-
ment was established (H). For
the times shown, 50 replicons

(A–C) were measured and the average lengths (6 SD) of 100 forks determined. The separation of 250 adjacent origins activated at the
onset of S phase (I) and number of replicons activated in 100 clusters (J) are shown. In J, open bars show the distribution of clusters and
closed bars the distribution of DNA. Bar, 5 mm.
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foci similar in appearance to those of unextracted cells
(Fig. 2); though foci often appeared fragmented or more
diffuse, once extracted, they always maintained a tight as-
sociation with the nuclear matrix (Fig. 7 A). In contrast,
when cells were labeled 3 h after the onset of S phase, hy-
pertonic extraction dispersed labeled foci into the DNA
halo (Fig. 7 B). This experiment shows that replicons from
clusters labeled in early– and mid–S phase respond differ-
ently to hypertonic extraction. Note that whereas all repli-
cons associate with the nuclear matrix as replication oc-
curs (data not shown; Pardoll et al., 1980), this analysis is
performed on unsynchronized cells, so that only a small

fraction will have previously labeled foci that are undergo-
ing replication at the time of extraction. The structure of
replicon clusters active at the onset of S phase mimics the
appearance of labeled sites of transcription, in cells ex-
tracted in the same way (Fig. 7, C and D).

Discussion
Duplicating any eukaryotic genome is a complex task that
must be performed with high fidelity. Simple eukaryotic
models, notably yeast, have facilitated a detailed descrip-
tion of ARS elements (Marahrens and Stillman, 1996) that
define sites where DNA synthesis initiates (Fangman and
Brewer, 1992) and shown how these direct a single initia-
tion event at the appropriate time of each cell cycle (Diff-
ley and Cocker, 1992; Cocker et al., 1996). In higher eu-
karyotes, with much more complex genomes, the elusive
nature of replication origins (Coverley and Laskey, 1994)
has prompted the suggestion that an efficient S phase will
rely on “the interplay between specific DNA sequences,
chromosome structure and nuclear organization” (De-
Pamphilis, 1996). Here we describe a series of experiments
designed to assess how such an interplay might be achieved.

Chromosome Structure and Nuclear Function

Whereas the characteristic appearance of mitotic chromo-
somes confirms that they are highly organized (Holmquist,
1992), the molecular features responsible remain ill-defined
(Earnshaw, 1988; Manuelidis and Chen, 1990; Saitoh and
Laemmli, 1994; Cook, 1995). However, different aspects of
chromosome structure are known to correlate with nu-
clear function. For example, when cells are pulse labeled
with BrdU, gene-rich regions, corresponding to chromo-
somal R bands in mitosis, are labeled at the beginning of S
phase and must complete synthesis before late synthesis in
regions corresponding to mitotic G bands can proceed (for
review see Drouin et al., 1994). This distinction implies
that elements of the mitotic organization must persist
throughout interphase when each chromosome occupies a
discrete “territory” (Cremer et al., 1993) that provides a
reasonably stable environment for chromosome structure
(Abney et al., 1997).

Units of Eukaryotic Replication

In mammalian cells, the synchronous activation of groups
of contiguous replicons allows the separation of adjacent
replicons to be measured (Huberman and Riggs, 1968).
Detailed analyses of different mammalian cells suggests
that most relicons are 50–300 kbp (for review see Eden-
berg and Huberman, 1975; Hand, 1978). This range was
calculated from the length of labeled DNA fibers assum-
ing that B form DNA in solution spreads so that 3-kbp
DNA measures 1 mm. Indeed, whereas DNA fibers spread
as described here can stretch to as much as twice their ex-
pected length (Parra and Windle, 1993) the average values
for different sequences visualized by fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH) are usually within 10% of that ex-
pected for DNA in solution. For example, the average ex-
tension of an integrated Epstein-Barr virus genome
(Lestou et al., 1996) and various Arabidopsis sequences of
4–63 kbp (Fransz et al., 1996) were 2.99 kbp/mm and 3.27

Figure 5. Replication during different periods of S phase. Cells
synchronized at the beginning of S phase were grown for 3 (A–E)
or 10 h (F–J) in medium containing BrdU, and then 5 (A and F)
or 10 d (B–E, and G–J) in medium. Sites of BrdU incorporation
were indirectly immunolabeled with FITC 5 (A and F) or 10 d
(B–E, and G–J) later. A and F show single cells with many clus-
ters of labeled foci and (B–D, and G–I) isolated clusters of la-
beled foci, the only labeled sites within three different cells.
Metaphase chromosomes in the same preparations appeared
banded (E) or fully labeled (J); double exposures show that label-
ing is restricted to only one chromatid. Synchronized cells were
also grown in medium for 3 h and then medium was supple-
mented with BrdU for 20 min. Sites of incorporation were indi-
rectly immunolabeled with FITC immediately (K) or 5 d later
(L). Bars: (A, F, K, and L) 2 mm; (B–E, and G–J) 1 mm.
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kbp/mm, respectively. In our experiments, spread DNA
was shown to stretch to 2.59 kbp/mm; we used Br-substi-
tuted adenovirus DNA so that immunolabeling could be
performed under our standard conditions.

In our analysis, 92% of adjacent origins activated at the
onset of S phase in HeLa cells were 50–300-kbp apart (Fig.
4). The average and extreme separations measured were
144, 21, and 406 kbp, respectively. Under these conditions,
the anatomy of sites labeled at the onset of S phase con-
firms that most replicons have growing forks that emanate
from a single point (Fig. 4) and that aberrant initiation
events arise rarely (Jackson, 1995a).

Visualizing Sites of DNA Synthesis Labeled In Vivo

It is a routine matter to label sites of replication using
BrdU, a DNA precursor analogue that can be detected af-
ter incorporation into nascent DNA (for review see Dol-
beare, 1995, 1996). The appearance of the labeled replica-
tion sites has been described in detail (Nakamura et al.,
1986; Humbert and Usson, 1992; Tomilin et al., 1995), and
is known to reflect the natural distribution of replication
proteins (Kill et al., 1991; Krude, 1995), ancillary proteins
(Leonhardt et al., 1992; Krude, 1995), and particular DNA
sequences that replicate at known times of S phase
(O’Keefe et al., 1992). Once labeled, replication foci also
present a useful tool for the analysis of genome organiza-
tion (for review see Drouin et al., 1994; Dolbeare, 1996).
For example, human lymphocytes labeled with BrdU for
15 min give rise to mitotic chromosomes that appear la-
beled at discrete sites (e.g., Vogel et al., 1989). Indeed, as

labeled replication foci appear to survive mitosis and per-
sist throughout the subsequent cell cycle, this approach
provides an opportunity to analyze how certain aspects of
nuclear structure and function might be linked (Sparvoli
et al., 1994; first observed by Meng, C., and R. Berezney.
1991. J. Cell Biol. 115:9a; as discussed in Jackson, 1995b
and Berezney et al., 1995a).

Here we confirm and extend these earlier reports using
the organization of replication sites in HeLa cells as a
model system. At the onset of S phase, a typical HeLa cell
has z750 sites of DNA synthesis (Fig. 1). This is many
more than the z126 sites identified in rat fibroblasts, using
indirect immunofluorescence of early–S phase cells la-
beled with BrdU (Nakamura et al., 1986). However, in
later studies, technical improvements increased the num-
ber of sites in mouse 3T3 cells to z250 (Fox et al., 1991),
and then z600 (Berezney et al., 1995b), in line with the
number seen here.

After 2 h or more from the start of S phase, the first rep-
licons activated have mostly completed synthesis and the
majority give rise to discrete daughter foci (Fig. 1).
Though daughter chromatids (Sumner, 1991) are not re-
solved until late in prophase, daughter replicons are
known to be resolved soon after replication is complete
(Selig et al., 1992; Kitsberg et al., 1993). Foci clearly persist
into mitosis (Sparvoli et al., 1994), where the expected
daughter foci (Baumgartner et al., 1991) can be seen on
adjacent chromatid arms (Fig. 1). When nuclei reform af-
ter mitosis, the daughter cells contain foci similar in ap-
pearance to those seen in the previous S phase (Fig. 1;
Sparvoli et al., 1994).

Figure 6. Early replicons are
activated efficiently in differ-
ent cell cycles. Cells synchro-
nized at the beginning of S
phase were grown for 20 min
in medium containing BrdU,
and then 4 d in medium, syn-
chronized a second time, and
grown for 20 min in medium
containing IdU. Sites con-
taining BrdU (A, D, and E)
and IdU (B, F, and G) were
indirectly immunolabeled.
CLSM images showed foci
containing Br-DNA (green)
to colocalize with IdU-labeled
(red) sites (C, H, and I; over-
laps between A, D, or E, and
B, F, or G show yellow in
merge). Synchronized cells
were also grown in medium
supplemented with BrdU 5–20
min from the beginning of
one S phase and IdU 10–30
min from the beginning of
the next, after growing for 20 h
in medium and synchronizing

a second time (J). Spread DNA fibers were prepared and sites containing BrdU (J) and IdU (K) incorporation indirectly immunola-
beled with FITC and Cy-3, respectively. Clusters of two to four replicons with at least one replicon labeled with both BrdU and IdU
were collected; a typical example with three replicons (ori1–3) that are active in both cycles is shown (J–L). In 54 clusters with 126 rep-
licons 120 were labeled with both analogues. Bars: (A–C) 2.5 mm; (D–I) 1 mm; (J–L) 5 mm.
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Replication Foci Are Replicon Clusters

Simple calculations show that most replication foci must
contain many replicons (Nakamura et al., 1986). Through-
out S phase, an average human chromosome of 145 Mbp
has z12 active sites; if each were a single replicon with
forks growing at z2 kbp/min S phase would take z50 h.
As S phase is z10 h in human cells an average site must
contain approximately five replicons.

We have shown that 84% replicons are activated in clus-
ters (Fig. 4) and demonstrated that the number of repli-
cons in different clusters (Fig. 4 J) is similar to the distribu-
tion of intensities in different labeled foci (Fig. 3 D). This
suggests that most replication foci are individual replicon
clusters; overabundant single replicons could be because
of breaks during spreading, but are also consistent with a
minority (,10%) of foci having single replicons and unre-
lated replicon clusters labeled together.

Replicon Clusters Are Stable Units of
Chromosome Structure

Once BrdU is incorporated into DNA, successive cycles of
growth, in the absence of the analogue, lead to a progres-
sive simplification of labeled sites through random chro-
mosome segregation (Fig. 2). After 10 cell generations,
most cells contain a single group of BrdU-containing foci;
these correspond with individual chromosome domains
during interphase, and give rise to single-labeled chroma-
tids, at mitosis. As replication foci also contain several rep-
licons, these units must be stable over many cell cycles. If
these structures became unstable, during the 15 genera-
tions analyzed here, we would expect the mixing of repli-
cons from adjacent labeled and unlabeled clusters to give
rise to new labeled sites. The possiblity that replicons from
different pulse-labeled clusters might reassort seems un-
likely, as most are adjacent to unlabeled clusters. Whether
or not the same DNA sequences contribute to different
replication foci, in all cells of a population, can only be es-
tablished by FISH.

It is clearly important to understand the molecular fea-
tures that give rise to stable replicon clusters. Preliminary
experiments show that replicons activated at the onset of S
phase, unlike those activated later, are tightly associated
with the nuclear matrix throughout interphase (Fig. 7).
This dramatic distinction is probably related to the estab-
lished replication of active genes early in S phase (Hatton
et al., 1988) and the stability of replicon clusters active at
this time. We can only speculate on mechanisms responsi-

ble for stable replicon clusters seen in mid– and late–S
phase, but imagine that these must reflect some funda-
mental feature of chromosome structure. We prefer this
explanation to alternatives where the spatial organization
of different replicon clusters is maintained “passively” as a
result of other structural constraints; this type of mecha-
nism could apply over short periods but would be unlikely
to account for the long periods of stability described here.

As replication foci of unsynchronized cells behave simi-
larly, stable replicon clusters must be a general feature of
chromosome structure. Indeed, labeling for the first third
or entire S phase or pulse labeling for short intervals
within S phase (Fig. 5) suggests that replicons labeled to-
gether in different clusters, at any time of S phase, persist
as stable units over many cell generations. Extended label-
ing also gives a clear impression of the appearance of chro-
mosome territories during interphase (Fig. 5); single inter-
phase chromosome domains clearly occupy a restricted
nuclear volume (Fig. 5, H and I). Furthermore, individual
territories appear to be separated by interchromatin chan-
nels, with chromatin from one territory rarely invading the
space occupied by its neighbors (Fig. 5 F). This approach
allows interphase chromosome domains to be seen using
conditions that are much less destructive than those used
to visualize chromosome territories by FISH (Schardin et al.,
1985; Manuelidis, 1985).

In our preparations, a typical interphase chromosome
domain is z4 mm (Fig. 5), and typical replication foci con-
tain five replicons with z0.8-Mbp DNA, approximately
one-tenth this size (Fig. 1). It follows, therefore, that stable
replication foci with z1-Mbp DNA will impose significant
constraints on the organization of DNA within chromo-
some domains in situ. Indeed, it may seem remarkable
that two sequences separated by 1-Mbp DNA should be
z1.5-mm apart in nuclei (van den Engh et al., 1992;
Yokota et al., 1995) when the same sequences folded as a
10-nm chromatin fiber might be separated by as much as
z55 mm (this extent of separation is clearly not possible in
a typical human nucleus). It seems likely that replicon
clusters contribute to the local organization of interphase
chromosome domains, with small groups of adjacent clus-
ters forming individual chromosome bands, during mitosis.

Efficient Activation of Replication within
Replicon Clusters

In higher eukaryotes the pathway of replicon activation
remains poorly defined. Though it is clear that genetically

Figure 7. Early replication
foci and transcription sites
have common structural fea-
tures. Synchronized cells en-
capsulated in agarose micro-
beads were grown in medium
containing BrdU for 20 min
either at the beginning of S
phase (A) or 3 h later (B).
Samples were extracted with

2 M NaCl and Br-DNA indirectly immunolabeled with FITC. G1 phase cells were grown in medium supplemented with BrU for 5 min
and transcription sites labeled in the same way (C). Hypertonic extraction removes histones and spreads z60% DNA into a “halo” that
surrounds the remnant nuclear matrix (D; DAPI staining of C). Bar, 2 mm.
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determined elements play a role, difficulties in isolating
chromosomal ARS-like elements on extrachromosomal
episomes, and the apparent promiscuity of DNA frag-
ments that are .20 kbp, imply that simple sequence ele-
ments are not sufficient to drive S phase in mammalian
cells (for review see Coverley and Laskey, 1994). As a re-
sult, it has been argued that chromosome structure and/or
nuclear organization might play important roles during the
S phase of higher eukaryotic cells (Coverley and Laskey,
1994; DePamphilis, 1996).

In S. cerevisiae, different ARS elements are activated
with different efficiency—some are used each S phase in
almost all cells, and others used rarely (Fangman and
Brewer, 1992). In mammalian cells, this efficiency is diffi-
cult to assess as procedures that yield the desired level of
cell synchrony alter the natural patterns of origin activa-
tion (see Jackson, 1995a for discussion). To overcome this
problem, we have used a cell synchrony with normal S
phase activation and analyzed only clustered replicons; if
single replicons are labeled in only one cycle it is impossi-
ble to assess whether the lack of labeling is due to ineffi-
cient origin activation (in S phase cells), or a failure to
reach S phase. We have shown that replicons activated at
the beginning of S phase, in a particular cell, are activated
with high efficiency in the same cell in the following S
phase. Clearly this implies that a precise mechanism deter-
mines sites of synthesis and rules out the possibility that
early origins are selected at random from a large pool of
origins that are activated randomly, at any time during S
phase.

Approaches using double-labeled DNA fibers should
also allow detailed analyses of sites where replication be-
gins. For example, labeled fibers (like those in Fig. 6) will
allow us to establish if replication initiates at the same sites
in two successive S phases (Jackson, D.A., and A. Pombo,
manuscript in preparation) and, in conjunction with FISH,
should allow the position of initiation to be established rel-
ative to any known sequence.

Nuclear Organization and the Propagation of S Phase

Once S phase begins, active replication forks grow at a
constant rate of z2 kbp/min. No additional forks are acti-
vated during the next 30 min. 30–60 min after the onset of
S phase, many elongating forks meet oncoming ones and
terminate. At the same time, new sites are activated (Fig.
4). As synthesis progresses, secondary sites are activated
adjacent to the primary ones (Manders et al., 1992, 1996;
Berezney et al., 1995b), and in clusters that are activated at
different times, but that contain replicons activated to-
gether (Fig. 4, F and G).

This clearly distinguishes the activation of primary and
secondary replicons and suggests that a cell cycle–depen-
dent “switch” that activates synthesis at the beginning of S
phase does not initiate synthesis of replicons activated
later. As the activation of origins that fire within S phase is
dependent on the completion of replicons activated earlier
(Jackson, 1995a; Fig. 4), it follows that events occurring
during any one phase of synthesis are coupled to the acti-
vation of the next phase. As very similar numbers of syn-
thetic sites are active at any time during the first 3 h of S
phase, it is possible that once activated, each replication

factory (Hozák et al., 1993) recruits and replicates consec-
utive replicon clusters in turn. If the propagation of S
phase is programmed by the arrangement of replicon clus-
ters, these units would perform a vital function and might
reflect some fundamental feature of chromosome struc-
ture in mammalian cells.

Conclusion
We have shown that the HeLa cell genome is organized
into a series of stable replicon clusters. At the onset of S
phase, the extent of replication at different active sites sug-
gests that the replicons within most replicon clusters are
labeled together, at a single nuclear site. The replicon clus-
ters activated at this time initiate synthesis both reliably
and efficiently, in consecutive cell cycles. At different
times of S phase, replicons labeled together in different
replication sites appear to remain together, forming stable
units of chromosome structures over many cell genera-
tions. As S phase proceeds, different replication sites are
active for z1 h before new sites are activated. The spatial
arrangement of replicon clusters, active at different times
of S phase, suggests that their organization might contrib-
ute to an orderly program that ensures the success of repli-
cation in higher eukaryotes.
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